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What is Dapper Lighting?

We’re a team of young car enthusiasts with a 
passion for motorsports, automotive 
craftsmanship, and the pure joy of driving. 
Today, the Dapper team is a close-knit group 
of guys from all di�erent backgrounds, from 
previous racecar drivers and fabricators, to 
engineering and design specialists.  We all 
carry great pride in our vehciles, often staying 
after hours to help each other turn wrenches 
on them!

Ben Silverstein, founder of the company, saw 
the headlights in his 280ZX to be both 
hazardous and aesthetically lacking. 
Unimpressed by anything on the market, a 
high-school Ben, got to work and designed his 
first prototype headlamps--utilizing modern 
projector technology and putting it into a 
classic-car form factor. As pictures of his work 
were shared across forums and with high-end 
builders, a following grew. Ben began to 
gather like-minded car enthusiasts to build a 
team and create a company. Fast forward 6 
years, and Dapper Lighting has grown to over 
8 employees and is an up and coming 
innovative company in the classic car industry.

Interested in selling some of the best lighting 
products available to classic cars? Whether 
you’re a restoration shop, or a large distributor, 
contact us at sales@dapperlighting.com for 
more information on becoming a dealer. Our 
friendly sta� will contact you with an 
application and will answer any questions you 
might have. 

Follow Us

facebook.com/dapperlighting

youtube.com/dapperlighting

@dapperlighting

Contact Us
(415) 493-8236

support@dapperlighting.com

www.dapperlighting.com

Fast and Furious star, Sung Kang, partnered up 
with Dapper Lighting to provide headlights and 
tail lights for his Ford Maverick build ‘U-Dog’.  In 
collaboration with SEMA and Shell youth 
programs, Kang enlisted the help of three 
aspiring automotive tech students from 
Alhambra, California. When asked about the 
peculiar choice in car, Kang said the Maverick 
has always been underappreciated and 
overlooked, making it the perfect fit for Project 
Underdog. The ‘U-Dog’ will be auctioned o� at 
Barrett Jackson in which proceeds will be 
donated to youth automotive programs.The 
U-Dog currently runs the Dapper Lighting 
Sevens.

www.dapperlighting.com  •  (415) 493-8236  •  support@dapperlighting.com
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Show crew from 2015 Hot August Nights in Reno, NV

Derek Jepsen
Media Producer

When Derek isn’t infront of the 
camera, you can find him 
rebuilding his 1968 Camaro or one 
of his many classic motorcycles. A 
professional actor, Derek can be 
seen on many popular 
advertisements and commercials 
around the world. Derek is in 
charge of multimedia production 
at Dapper Lighting.

Ben Silverstein
Founder

Tired of old underpowered 
sealed beams on his old 280ZX, 
Ben sought to redefine lighting in 
the classic car world by 
developing some of the first 
a�ordable plug and play 
headlamps for classic cars. 
Growing the business from his 
dorm room to a full scale 
operation, he is confident 
Dapper will continue to grow and 
thrive as an innovator of new and 
exciting products for the classic 
car market. 

A motorsports enthusiast, Marc 
crafts headlamps, takes 
technical calls, and performs 
installs at Dapper Lighting. 
When not at work, you’ll find 
him drifting one of his M3 BMWs 
at the track! That is, if he can 
stop crashing them.

Marc Artieres
Tech Support

Bob Maggiora
Installer

An avid racing and Ford 
enthusiast, Bob began working 
for Dapper helping out at shows 
and as our resident Ford expert. 
With his years of experience 
working on multi-million dollar 
race cars, Bob is our traveling 
installer for high end builds.

Jonathan Ting
Customer Service

The voice of the Dapper Team, 
Jonathan takes care of your 
emails, phone calls, and 
processes orders. A very young 
automotive enthusiast, he’s 
excited to spread the word about 
projector tech and get them on 
every classic car out there!

Jake Yem
Creative 
Associate

The newest member of Dapper 
Lighting, Jake can be found 
designing all kinds of things for 
the company. He’s the one who 
designed this catalog!

Kelly Tran
Accountant/HR

Part of the Dapper family since 
it’s inception, Kelly has managed 
all aspects from sales and 
fulfillment to, now, finances and 
HR management.

David brings a broad senior level 
business background with 
international engineering and 
manufacturing expertise. He 
developed his passion for motor 
sports at a young age, learning 
how to rebuild drag engines to 
help finance his college 
education. The rumor’s however, 
that his first engine needed a 
hand crank or that he knew 
Henry Ford are greatly 
exaggerated.

Dave Cooper
Partner



Dapper Lighting Warranty
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Dapper Lighting provides a 100% guarantee against all 
defects, imperfections, and internal failures on all of our parts. 
We strive to provide you with top quality products and 
services while providing outstanding customer support. If for 
some reason you are unsatisfied or have any questions 
regarding our procedures or policies, please contact a 
manager for immediate assistance.

The Dapper Five Year Warranty

6 Months

1 Year

5 Year 
Warranty!

A Letter From The Founder

Ben Silverstein
Founder, Dapper Lighting

“As a high school student working on my old 280zx, I realized that the lighting options for classic 
cars were insignificant compared to the lighting technology found on newer cars. After testing 
many di�erent units from faux projectors, to high powered halogens, my favorite was still a 
projector beam setup. The wide spread, clean cut o� line mixed with the white light and rainbow 
prism e�ect gave a look I had been searching for. After years of development on our headlamps, 
we came up with solutions that would work for enthusiasts of all sorts.
 
Fast forward a few years, we’ve developed a reputation for the most trusted name in classic car 
lighting. But why? We’ve focused on being car enthusiasts with car enthusiast solutions. At Dapper 
Lighting, we provide our customers with experience, performance, 
and reliability that rivals OEM vehicles with the support 
and service they deserve. Plus, what’s going fast and 
looking good, if you can’t see where you’re going?”



Our most popular and classic looking 
headlamp. These provide the stock 
appearance while dramatically increasing 
your vision. Slim and easy to install, these are 
a must have on any classic car.

•Glass Cover and Projector Lenses
•42mm Bi-Xenon H1 Projector (High and 
Low Beams) 
•H4 to H1 Wiring Adapter (Halogen Bulbs 
Included)
•Parking/Day-Time Running Light (T10 Bulb 
Included, LED Upgrade Available)
•Flat light distribution to prevent    
blinding of oncoming tra�c
•FMVSS108 Compliant
•Five Year Warranty

Part# CPB6024BB (Pair)   
UPC# 634173503046

Part# CP6024BB (Pair)   
UPC# 634173503008

V1 Chrome Projector System

Day-Time
Running Light

V1 Black Projector System

This blacked out version retains the compact 
dimensions of the V1 system  with the 
modern, blacked out feel. Since we use real 
projectors, you won’t lose any light 
output.

 

177.8mm

111.8mm

177.8mm

Projector System
7”

Need a Hand With the Install?

With plug and play 
wiring, just follow our 
full color install guide
to make install a 
breeze.

‘75 Dodge Dart

Mike G.

Mike G.
@japanifornia
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Standard 
Halogen Light

Customizable Options
7”

Halogen HID

V1 Bulb Options

HDR Halo

V1 Outer Halo Options

V1 Day-Time Running Light Options

V1 HDR Halo

V1 Running Light

White Amber

Our new HDR halos allow us to provide some custom options that were 
previously unavailable. These HDR lay around the outer circumference 
of the housing. This is just one more option to create the perfect 
headlight for you and your car. The HDR Halos are available in RGB (Red 
Green Blue / Multi-colored). Using bluetooth technology, you can select 
what colors you want the halo to be with a smart phone.

The V1 is unique in that it has a slot to secure a T-10 bulb for use as a 
daytime running light OR turn signal (for those with shaved bumpers, 
signals, etc.) With every pair of V1 headlamps sent out we include a 
complimentary set of halogen T-10 bulbs. If you’d like to upgrade to a 
brighter LED T-10 bulb, they’re available! Philips LED’s are now available 
through Dapper Lighting and are immensely bright, come in a variety of 
di�erent colors, and backed by an industry-leading 12 year warranty.

Philips 
194 LED/T10

RGB
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The Very First Custom V1...

Since their inception, the Dapper Lighting V1 
headlights have been a best-seller and our 
answer to maintaining a classic vibe. Well we’ve 
got news. Since the hand-assembly process has 
moved in-house at Dapper, we are now 
comfortable and eager to o�er customization 
services to suit the desires of our customers. 
Make your V1’s stand out with our colorful HDR 
halos and Philips LED’s. Contact a technician 
if you have any customization questions or 
comments!



Projector System
7”

Part# CPB6024V2BB (Pair)   
UPC# 634173503831

V2 Black Projector System

We’ve blacked out the housing of the 
headlamp giving you a dark and more 
modern look to your vehicle. We use real 
projectors so there is no loss of light 
output  like most of the blacked out 
headlamps on the market.

We've taken all your input and made some 
amazing upgrades such as a larger 
improved 64MM projector. Give your car the 
look, feel, and light output of a newer car 
without sacrificing the classic theme. 

•Glass Cover and Projector Lenses
•64mm Bi-Xenon H1 Projector (High   
and Low Beams) 
•H4 to H1 Wiring Adapter (Halogen    
Bulbs Included)
•Flat light distribution to prevent    
blinding of oncoming tra�c
•FMVSS108 Compliant 
•Five Year Warranty Part# CP6024V2BB (Pair)   

UPC# 634173503022

V2 Chrome Projector System

177.8mm

133.35mm

177.8mm

Need a Hand With the Install?

With plug and play 
wiring, just follow our 
full color install guide
to make install a 
breeze.

‘65 Ford Mustang
(Vicious Mustang)

Timeless Kustoms
@timelesskustoms
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Customizable Options
7”

V2 Inner Halo Options

V2 Outer Halo Options

Halogen HID

V2 Bulb Options

HDR HaloHDR Outer Halo

V2 HaloV2 Inner Halo White
110

Solid LED halo rings which illuminate the projector within the V2. These 
halos are great for use as daytime running lights or as turn signals. 
Though their main purpose is not road illumination, they are often 
brighter than stock sealed beams.

HDR HaloHDR Inner Halo White
120

Amber
124

Our new HDR halos are some of the brightest on the market. With a 
durable coating to give them a solid white appearance when o�, the 
Chip-On-Board (COB) design allows the entire circuit board to 
illuminate. This provides a solid ring brighter than our previous LED 
halos. The HDR Halos are available in RGB (Red Green Blue / 
Multi-colored).

White
130

Amber
134

Our new HDR halos allow us to provide some custom options that were 
previously unavailable. These HDR lay around the outer circumference 
of the housing. This is just one more option to create the perfect 
headlight for you and your car.

RGB
135

‘79 Datsun 280ZX

Derek J.

Ben S.
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Roadster Shop
East Bay Muscle Cars

Timeless Kustoms
and Fast and Furious

As Seen on builds from...



Perfect Balance of Budget and Performance. 

A�ordability
We are direct from the manufacturer and 
eliminate the middle man. This means you'll get 
the best pricing with maximum quality. Our 
Dapper Lighting Honey Comb kit uses high 
quality injection molded ABS plastics and our 
most popular high performance waterproof 
projector.

Performance
These babies are BRIGHT. Whether you're 
running halogen bulbs or HID bulbs, you'll see 
more on the road without blinding tra�c. The 
sharp cuto�, high quality bi-xenon solenoid 
and thick glass projector lens will out perform 
99% of the sealed beam projectors on the 
market.

Honeycomb 
Projector System
7”

High Power LEDs (Pair)
Part# HCHLED
UPC# 634173504371

•Height: 177.8mm (7 inches)
•Width: 177.8mm (7 inches)
•Length: 111.8mm (4.4 inches)

Part# HCB6024BB (Pair)   
UPC# 634173504241

Halogen HID

Honeycomb Bulb Options

Make your car stand out with these fully 
waterproof, custom headlamps. The 
universal design allows you to install your 
own halos in minutes and paint your 
housings easily. 

•Customizable Platform for LEDs and Halos (6 
High Power LEDs Included)
•Specialized 64MM Resistant Projector
•H4 to H1 Wiring Adapter (Halogen Bulbs 
Included)
•Flat light distribution to prevent blinding of 
oncoming tra�c 
•ISO9001, E4 Compliance, Projector 
DOT/FMVSS108 Compliant
•Five Year Warranty

HoneyComb Projector System

‘07 Hummer H3

Christian C.
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Known as the slimmest 5.75” projector 
headlight on the market, Dapper Lighting’s 575 
headlamps have been a number one seller since it’s 
debut in 2016. With a fully customizable design, you 
can pick and choose your own style to stand out 
from the rest of the crowd.

What Is the 575?

In development for nearly a year, these 
headlamps replace our old clunky 5.75" 
headlamps with a beautifully designed modular 
style lamp. These slim kits bolt in without 
trimming or shaving of your stock bucket and 
should fit without any modifications. All 
lamps come with plug and play wiring to 
ensure a quick and easy install. 

Like our chrome version, the 575 Black Projector 
System provide you with the modern style of a 
new headlight in a classic package. Because our 575 
systems use true projectors,  you won’t sacrifice light 
output like most of the competitors. Customize your 
look with a unique halo and take your classic car to 
the next level.

575 Black Projector System

Projector System

WORLD CLASS PERFORMANCE AND LOOKS!

Part# 575B-LO-HI (Set of 4)   
UPC# 634173504449

Part# 575-LO-HI (Set of 4)   
UPC# 634173504432

575 Chrome Projector System
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Heavy Duty
Glass Lens

Slim Rear
Diameter

No Drilling
Or Cutting

Thin Base
Design

Bolt on 
Solution

‘67 Mercedes-Benz W108

Kasey S.
@detailed.image

Phillip N.
@fil.n.his.benz



Classic Halo

Modern Halo

HDR Halo

Yellow Lens Tint

575 Outer Halo Options

575 Lens Tint Options

Classic Halo

Modern Halo

HDR Halo

White
160

Amber
161

Switchback
162

Solid LED halo rings which illuminate the circumference of the 575. 
These halos are great for use as daytime running lights or as turn 
signals. Though their main purpose is not road illumination, they are 
often brighter than stock sealed beams. The Classic Halos are available 
in three di�erent colors: White, Amber, or Amber/White Switchback. 
(Switchback halos blink amber when the turn signal is on and reverts 
back to white when o�.)

White
163

Amber
164

Dashed LED halo rings which illuminate the circumference of the 575. 
There are gaps between each LED to break up the halo and give it a 
more unique and modern look. Just like the Classic Halos, the Modern 
halos can be wired into your daytime running light or turn signal system. 
The Modern Halos are available in two di�erent colors: White or Amber.

White
170

Amber
173

The newest edition to our halo lines, our HDR halos are some of the 
brightest on the market. With a durable coating to give them a solid 
white appearance when o�, the Chip-On-Board (COB) design allows the 
entire circuit board to illuminate rather than individual diodes. This 
provides a solid ring brighter than ever seen in previous LED halos. The 
HDR Halos are available in RGB (Red Green Blue / Multi-colored). Using 
bluetooth technology, you can select what colors you want the halo to 
be with a smart phone.

For those who want to modify the color of the glass used on your headlamps, Dapper 
Lighting now o�ers a “Lens Tinting Service”. We use a specially formulated tint spray 
to o�er another level of customization for the perfect set of personalized headlamps. 
Colors currently o�ered include: Yellow, and Smoke. To find out if we carry a color not 
mentioned, please contact any one of the Dapper Lighting technicians.

RGB
176
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Building Your 575

Halogen HID

575 Bulb Options

LED

Head to dapperlighting.com
and click on the Education Tab 

for more about our
575 Relay Boost Kit! 

Want all 4 lights on?
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Step 1: Headlight

Step 2: Outer Halo Options

Step 3: Bulb Options

Step 4: Accessory Options

Name Color Qty Part #

575 Headlght Chrome 4 575-LO-HI

575 Headlight Black 4 575B-LO-HI

None

Classic Halo White 4 575-LED-CL-WH 

Classic Halo Amber 4 575-LED-CL-AM

Classic Halo Switchback 4 575-LED-CL-AMWH

Modern Halo White 4 575-LED-MO-WH

Modern Halo Amber 4  575-LED-MO-AM

HDR Halo White 4 575-LED-WH-HDR

HDR Halo Amber 4 575-LED-AM-HDR

HDR Halo RGB 4

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

575-LED-RGB-HDR

Relay Boost Kit DLRH575

Headlight Protection Covers DDHPC575

Standard Halogen 575-LOWPRO

Philips Vision Plus 12362VPB2

Philips Xtreme Vision 12362XVB1

HID Part#

LED 575-LOWPRO-LED

Low Beam:

Standard Halogen 575-HIPRO

Philips Vision Plus 12362VPB2

Philips Xtreme Vision 12362XVB1

LED 575-HIPRO-LED

High Beam:

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

-

Most
Popular!

Most
Popular!

Most
Popular!

Most
Popular!

Most
Popular!

Building Your 575



Projector System
6x7”

The classic appearance and performance of 
our round V1 lamps packaged in a square 
sealed beam, these will boost your night 
driving vision and give you the stylistic 
edge over the other cars. 

•Glass Cover and Projector Lenses
•42mm Bi-Xenon H1 Projector (High   
and Low Beams) 
•H4 to H1 Wiring Adapter (Halogen    
Bulbs Included)
•Parking/Day-Time Running Light    
(T10 Bulb Included, LED Upgrade Available)
•Flat light distribution to prevent    
blinding of oncoming tra�c
•FMVSS108 Compliant 
•Five Year Warranty

Part# CP6054BB (Pair)   
UPC# 634173503121

Similar to our chrome V1 system, these 
housings give you the true output of a 
projector and modern blacked out look 
without sacrificing performance. This 
makes a great bolt in solution for any vehicle.

V1 Black Projector System

Part# CPB6054BB (Pair)   
UPC# 634173503138

Halogen HID

V1 Bulb Options

177.8mm

111.8mm

152.8mm
V1 Chrome Projector System

‘87 Toyota Hilux

Jordan A.

Jordan A.
@scrapelux
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These miniature square headlamps pack a 
punch. Just like the rest of our headlamps, the 
4x6’s utilize a real glass projector that 
accommodates high-performance bulbs 
without sacrificing safety. LED halos 
encompass the projectors in a soft glow, and 
may serve purpose as optional daytime 
running lights.

•Glass Cover and Projector Lenses
•Low Beam or High Beam H3/9006 
Projectors
•9006 HID Projector Conversion Adapters 
(Included)
•Soft LED Halo Ring
•Flat light distribution to prevent blinding of 
oncoming tra�c
•Includes a set of 4 Headlamps
•Available in chrome only. Ask a technician if 
you’re looking to customize a set.
•One Year Warranty

V1 Chrome Projector System

Sold as a set of four, you’ll receive a pair of 
low beam headlamps and a pair of high beam 
headlamps. The 4x6” low beams contain an 
internal cut-o� flap which allows for use 
with an HID or LED bulb without the worry of 
momentarily blinding oncoming tra�c. The 
4x6” high beams do NOT have an 
internal cut-o� flap and will provide 
maximum road illumination when needed. 

4 Headlight Systems

160mm

Projector System
4x6”

Low Beam (Pair)
Part# CP4652L  
UPC# 634173503145

101mm

167mm

Halo 

High Beam (Pair)
Part# CP4652H
UPC# 634173503893

4x6 Complete Set
Part# CP4652LH

Halogen HID

4x6 Bulb Options

LED

‘78 Pontiac Trans Am

Josh G.
@joshgatlinphotography

Pagano Rod & Custom
@paganorodandcustom
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Dapper Lighting o�ers three of the most commonly used bulb types: Halogen, High 
Intensity Discharge (HID), and Light Emitting Diode (LED). Halogen bulbs are the oldest 
and most common bulbs that put out a yellow light. HID’s are the newer white light that 
many new cars have. LED’s are the newest lights that many luxury cars have. For those who 
want to take advantage of the projector technology in our headlights and have the 
brightest possible set up, we always recommend getting the HID or LED upgrade. 

*Compared to a standard halogen bulb

What Bulbs Are Best For Me?

Sealed
Beam

X-tremeVision

+100%
*More Light

+280%
*More Light

HID

+300%
*More Light

VisionPlus

+60%
*More Light

800 
Lumens

LED
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Halogen Bulbs

As the safe and reliable bulb for 
the last 100 years, halogen bulbs 
have moved a long way. Basic 
halogen bulbs are included in 
every kit but Philips Vision Plus 
and X-treme Vision provide 
maximum performance using the 
latest generation halogen bulb 
technology to give you 60-100% 
more light on the road. Up to 20% 
whiter, these bulbs will give you a 
more comfortable night driving 
experience.
Want more info? See Pg 19

HID Bulbs

Providing up to 300% the light 
output of a conventional sealed 
beam, HIDs provide you with high 
performance OEM like 
performance on your classic car. 
With a lower average amperage 
draw (~4A)  and a lifespan 10x 
that of a conventional halogen 
bulb, HIDs are a proven and 
reliable bulb choice.
Want more info? See Pg 20

LED Bulbs

LED bulbs are the latest and 
greatest in automotive lighting. 
With their extremely low power 
draw (<1A), LEDs run smoothly 
and quietly and will last up to 5x 
longer than an HID bulb. With 
minimal wiring needed, LEDs will 
give you the least amount of 
hassle and lowest power 
consumption.
Want more info? See Pg 21



Halogen Bulbs Explained
Standard halogen bulbs are 
included with every set of 
headlights ordered. Because of our 
projectors, even a halogen bulb 
will be a noticeable upgrade from 
OEM Sealed Beams or H4 
conversion headlights that still rely 
on out-dated reflective technology. 
We also carry Philips VisionPlus and 
Xtreme Vision bulbs as an upgrade 
to the standard halogen bulbs. 

*Compared to a standard halogen bulb

VisionPlus X-tremeVision

Halogen Bulbs

Standard 
Halogen 

Bulb

Sealed
Beam

X-tremeVision

+100%
*More Light

VisionPlus

+60%
*More Light

800 
Lumens
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Halogen Bulbs

VisionPlus
+60%

More Light*
A faster reaction time can save lives. 
Philips VisionPlus halogen bulbs 
produce 60% more light, which allows 
dirvers to see farther for greater safety 
and comfort. 

X-tremeVision
+100%

More Light*
Philips X-tremeVision can produce up 
to 100% more light than a standard 
halogen bulb. X-tremeVision is the 
brightest halogen bulb we o�er, and 
provides the safest drive a halogen 
bulb can provide. 

Standard
Halogen Bulb

800 
Lumens

As the safe and reliable bulb for the last 
100 years, halogen bulbs have moved a 
long way. Basic halogen bulbs are 
included in every kit but Philips Vision 
Plus and X-treme Vision provide 
maximum performance using the latest 
generation halogen bulb technology to 
give you 60-100% more light on the 
road. Up to 20% whiter, these bulbs will 
give you a more comfortable night 
driving experience.



HID Bulbs Explained
High-Intensity Discharge (HID) bulbs, came about in the 
1990’s and were first used in projector headlamps 
manufactured for public use by BMW in their high-end luxury 
vehicles. Unlike Halogen bulbs that utilize a metal filament 
and electrical current to create light, HID lighting uses a small 
chamber filled with gas which when ignited, burns at a 
steady designated temperature to produce many di�erent 
colors.
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Dapper Lighting’s HID Kits require the 
some extra wiring. Ballasts are included to 
feed necessary power to the HID bulbs and 
will need to be mounted safely. These 
ballasts are an added step in the HID install. 
Although our HID kits provide more light 
output, they might not be best suited for 
those of you who prefer the least amount of 
wiring in their engine bay.

HID Bulb

Don’t Forget Your Ballasts

HID
HID’s have a lumen output 300% brighter 
than the standard halogen bulbs. For our 
more considerate customers, don’t worry 
about blinding oncoming tra�c or cars in 
front of you! Our projectors have a very 
clean cut o� that will only illuminate the 
road in front of you. Ballasts are included 
to feed necessary power to the HID bulbs 
and will need to be mounted safely. Our 
Dapper Lighting HID Relay Harness is 
recommended for classic and older vehicles.

+300%
More Light*

Compatable Housings:
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LED Bulbs Explained
LED bulbs are the latest and greatest in automotive lighting. 
With their extremely low power draw (<1A), LEDs run 
smoothly and quietly and will last up to 5x longer than an 
HID bulb. With minimal wiring needed, LEDs will give you the 
least amount of hassle and the most amount of light. 
LEDs are a dream for those of you who prefer the least 
amount of wiring in their engine bay.
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LED

LED

LED, or Light-Emitting Diode bulbs, are the 
newest technology to the automotive 
lighting world. LED lighting is becoming 
more and more popular due to its simple 
installation, extremely low power draw, 
and it’s long lifespan. Lumen output of 
high-end LED bulbs are generally on par 
with HID lighting. If you’re looking for the 
best performance on the market with the 
least amount of hassle, this is the option for 
you.

Dapper Lighting’s LED Kits allow for the 
smoothest install possible. No extra 
wiring, or ballasts need. Just plug them in, 
and they’re ready to go. This allows you to 
get your headlights in faster, and allowing 
you to keep a clean engine bay, without the 
hastle of any other wiring.

True Plug-and-Play

LED Bulb

+280%
More Light*
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Compatable Housings:

With one simple turn, 
your LEDs are 
ready to go!
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Wiring Adapters & Sockets
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H4 Extension (Pair)
12” Length
Part# H4EXT
UPC# 634173503763

Dapper Lighting Projector 
Relay Harness (Pair)
Part# DLHH4
UPC# 634173503725

Dapper Lighting High/Low 
Extension (Pair) 12” Length
Part# HLEXT
UPC# 634173504395

Hummer Headlight Adapter (Pair)
9007 to H4 Adapter - 12” Length
Part# 9007H4AD
UPC# 634173503787

AMP Extension (Pair)
12” Length
Part# AMPEXT
UPC# 634173503770

H4 to H1 Adapters  (Pair)
(Bulbs & Diode Included)
Part# H4H1AD
UPC# 634173503732

Diode 4A (Pair)
Part# D4A
UPC# 634173504388

Diode 6A (Pair)
Part# D6A
UPC# 634173504234

9006 Female (Single)
Part# 9006SF
UPC# 634173504173

These stock connectors 
replace your OEM or 
aftermarket connectors. 
They are open ended wiring 
and require crimping or 
soldering to attach to your 
wiring. Great for replacing 
melted connectors or 
adding additional wiring.  
D a p p e r

H1 Female (Single)
Part# H1SF
UPC# 634173504180

H4 Female (Single)
Part# H4SF
UPC# 634173504197

H4 Male (Single)
Part# H4SM
UPC# 634173504203

Wiring Adapters

9006 Male (Single)
Part# 9006SM
UPC# 634173504166

Jeep Headlight Adapter (Pair)
H13 to H4 Adapter - 12” Length
Part# H13H4AD
UPC# 634173503794

Wiring Adapters

Wiring Sockets
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H4 Relay Boost Kit

Why do I need a H4 Relay Boost Kit

4 Headlamp System
Part# DLRH4
UPC# 634173503756

Many classic car owners deal with “Voltage 
drop” in their electrical systems. This means 
that while there maybe be 13+ Volts at the 
alternator or battery terminal, the number 
drops when measured at the headlamp plug. 
Voltage drops can be caused by a number of 
things, such as corroded connectors, weak 
ground, etc. The factory harnesses also were 
excessively long and undersized, often running 
power into the dash, through the headlight 
switch, and then back out to the headlamps. 
This distance creates an increase in resistance 
while also increasing the odds for a bad or 
corroded connection.

Voltage drop can severely impair 
headlamp output. The relationship 
between voltage drop and light output is not 
linear, it’s exponential. For example, when 
voltage drops to 90 percent, bulb 
output drops to just 67 percent of 
what it should be. Let’s compare what the 
lumen output would be in that situation:

Most cars should ideally provide 13.5V to the 
headlamps, at that voltage an ideal halogen 
headlamp will produce roughly 1200 Lumens:

Are your old sealed beams dim? Can't see at 
night? You may be experiencing voltage drops 
from your old stock wiring. Use a Dapper 
Lighting H4 Relay Kit to boost your 
voltage back to the factory spec. Our 
relay harness draws power from your battery 
rather than your wiring harness. See better and 
further on a budget with our plug and play 2 
and 4 Headlamp relay harnesses available for all 
Classic Cars.

•20AWG Wiring with 14AWG Power Leads
•30AMP Relay and Fuse
•H4 Plugs 
•Single Power/Ground Contacts
•~7FT in Length
•5 Year Warranty

Relay Boost Kit

Relay Boost Kit

1200 Lumens

923 Lumens

695 Lumens

2 Headlamp System
Part# DLRH2
UPC# 634173503749

Head to dapperlighting.com
and click on the Education Tab 
for videos and lighting tutorials.

Want to Learn More?
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Headlight Restoration Kit

Philips Restoration Kit
Part# HRK00XM
UPC# 046677716035

Dapper Defender headlamp protection units 
use a multilayered wrap. The outer skin is 
scratch and scu� resistant that protects 
the lamps from rock chips and UV 
discoloration. The inner skin evenly bonds to 
glass or plastic lenses without leaving residue 
or imperfections. These units will protect you 
from direct rock hits.

Laying on the protection film takes about 5-10 
minutes and requires an alcohol/water mix. 
These protection films come with a limited 5 
year warranty against fading and tearing.

7” Size (Pair)
Part# DDHPC7
UPC# 634173504296

7X6” Size (Pair)
Part# DDHPC76
UPC# 634173504302

5.75” Size (Set of 4)
Part# DDHPC575
UPC# 634173504333

4X6” Size (Pair)
Part# DDHPC46
UPC# 634173504357

Headlight Protection Covers

Restores headlight lenses to 
like-new! 
• Less glare and up to 100% brighter lens
• Provides safer nighttime driving 
• Removes haze and yellowing from 
harmful UV-rays and dirt
• Professional results without power tools 
in 30 Minutes
• High Quality and economical
• 2 Year UV protection 
   - Guaranteed by Philips

Headlight Protection

Before After

The Philips Headlight Restoration Kit removes the fading 
and yellowing of headlight lenses and restores them to their 
original stare of transparency for greater safety. Headlight 
lenses fade and oxidize from constant exposure to the 
elements and become scratched due to impact. The 
protective UV coating applied at the factory deteriorates 
causing the lenses to yellow, which can result in a 40% loss 
of night time.

   The Headlight Restoration Kit contatins all you need to             
       restore two headlight lenses on  any vehicle for your   
          customers’ safety and satisfaction
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Fast Response Time

First-to-market with proven street-legal 
exterior LEDs as a direct replacement for exterior 
incandescent bulb applications. Vision LED exterior 
lights are street-legal becuase their groundbreaking 
design allows the light beam to be focused exactly 
where it’s needed.

Street-Legal LEDs

30mm 38mm 43mm 194 7443 7440 3157 1157 1156R 921

Vision LED
Interior and 
Exterior LEDs

Unlike a standard incadescent bulb that actually 
takes time to light up, Vision LEDs illuminate 
instantly. That means when you brake, the vehicle 
behind you can react immediately. The instant-on 
capability of the Vision LED lights can actually 
reduce braking distance by up to 20 ft. at 75 MPH.

Warranty Registration

Replace your standard car lights with long-lasting 
Philips Vision LED lights. They are a direct 
replacement for incandescent bulbs and are resistant 
to extreme heat and high vibrations.
 
One look at their advanced design tells you these 
lights are like nothing you have seen before – Vision 
LED lights have been designed to outlast your car! 
And, they are backed by our 12-year limited 
warranty.

Vision LED Light

Stock Light







LED Tail Light Systems
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74’-78’ 260Z/280Z Kit - PN: 260280Z7478 UPC: 634173504135

SAFE.

RELIABLE.

MODERN.

70’-73’ 240Z Kit - PN: 240Z7073 UPC: 634173504159

Protect Your Investment with the Best 
Technology Available.

8 Di�erent Sharp and Sweeping Sequential 
Patterns Available at the Push of a Button*  

* Advanced Models Only

Pattern #1

Easy installation of 
LED boards made fit 

for your vehicle

Meets and exceeds 
DOT & SAE 

requirements.

*Lifetime warranty on both simple and advanced 
sequential model taillights

Strategically placed 
wide angle LEDs to 

maximize light output 

Standard operation or 
fully sequential 

features at the push of 
a button

Protective coating to 
prevent rust and 

corosion

Designed and 
manufacturered in the 

USA

Plug and play wiring 
into your existing 

1156/1157 sockets for 
easy setup

Tail light kit installs 
behind your stock tail 

light lens
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MAKE
BUICK

CHEVROLET

YEAR
1983-1987

1970-1972

1966-1967

1967-1968 NON-RS
1967-1968 NON-RS W/LED REVERSE
1967-1968 RALLY SPORT
1969 ALL (4 LED PANELS)
1969 ALL (6 LED PANELS)
1969 RS W/LED REVERSE (6 LED PANELS)
1970-1973 (2 LED PANELS)
1970-1973 (4 LED PANELS)
1970-1973 (W/LED REVERSE (4 LED PANELS)
1974-1977
1978-1981
1982-1992 IROC/Z28

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971-1972
1971-1972 W/LED REVERSE (4 LED PANELS)

1978-1987

1962 (4 LED PANELS)
1962 (6 LED PANELS)
1962 W/LED REVERSE (6 LED PANELS)
1963-1964 (4 LED PANELS)
1963-1964 (6 LED PANELS)
1963-1964 W/LED REVERSE (6 LED PANELS)
1994-1996

1981-1986
1986-1988 LS / 1987-1988 SS

MODEL
GRAN NATIONAL/REGAL

GRAN SPORT

SKYLARK

CAMARO

CHEVELLE

EL CAMINO

IMPALA

MONTE CARLO

PART NUMBER
1100886

1101170

1101566

1100167
1100167R
1100267
1100169
1100269

1100269R
1100170
1100270

1100270R
1100174
1100178
1100186

1100466
1100467
1100468
1100469
1100470
1100471

1100471-4

1101478

1100962
1100962-6

1100962R-6
1100963-4
1100963-6

1100963R-6
1100994

1101081
1101086

These simple bolt in sequential 
LED tail lamps are designed 
to be easy to use and install.

All models have two 
modes to choose from: 
Standard Tail Light Operation 
or a Fully Sweeping Sequential Pattern.

Simple Fitment List
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Simple Fitment List  

Simple Fitment List

MAKE
CHEVROLET

DODGE

FORD

OLDSMOBILE

PLYMOUTH

PONTIAC

YEAR
1965
1966-1967
1968-1969
1970-1972

1955
1956
1957

1967-1972

1970
1971
1972-1974

1968
1969-1970

1969 500
1969 R/T

1969
1970
1971-1973

1970-1972

1964-1966
1967-1968
1969
1970

1967
1968-1970

1971-1972

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972-1974 (2 LED PANELS)
1972-1974 (4 LED PANELS)

1968
1969
1970

1967-1968
1969
1970-1973
1974-1978
1979-1981

1966-1967
1968
1969

MODEL
NOVA

TRI-FIVE

TRUCK

CHALLENGER

CHARGER

CORONET

DART

DEMON

MUSTANG

SHELBY

CUTLASS

BARRACUDA/’CUDA

ROADRUNNER/GTX
SATELLITE

FIREBIRD/TRANSAM

GTO

PART NUMBER
1100365
1100366
1100368
1100370

1100655
1100656
1100657

1100767

1200170
1200171
1200172

1200268
1200269

1200669
1200670

1200469
1200470
1200471

1200771

1300164
1300167
1300169
1300170

1300267
1300268

1101271

1200367
1200368
1200369
1200370
1200371
1200372

1200372-4

1200568
1200569
1200570

1100567
1100569
1100570
1100574
1100579

1101366
1101368
1101369

*Don’t see your car on the list? 
Let us know! We release 30-40 vehicle models per year.
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MAKE
BUICK

CHEVROLET

YEAR
1963

1967-1968 NON-RS
1967-1968 NON-RS W/LED REVERSE
1967-1968 NON-RS LED REVERSE ONLY
1967-1968 RALLY SPORT
1969 NON-RS (6 LED PANELS)
1969 RALLY SPORT (6 LED PANELS)
1970-1973 (4 LED PANELS)

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971-1973 W/LED REVERSE

1963-1967 (2 LED PANELS)
1963-1967 W/LED REVERSE (2 LED PANELS)
1963-1967 (3 LED PANELS)
1963-1967 W/LED REVERSE (3 LED PANELS)

1978-1989

1958
1960-1960
1969

1975

1974

1966-1967
1968-1969
1970-1972
1973-1974

1960-1966
1967-1972

MODEL
RIVERA

CAMARO

CHEVELLE

CORVETTE

EL CAMINO

IMPALA

MALIBU

MONTE CARLO

NOVA

TRUCK

PART NUMBER
RIV63

CAM67-68-STD
CAM67-68-STD-BU

CAM67-68-BU
CAM67-68-RS
CAM69-STD
CAM69-RS
CAM70-73

CHV66
CHV67
CHV68
CHV69
CHV70

CHV71-73

COR63-67-2P
COR63-67-2P-BU

COR63-67-3P
COR63-67-3P-BU

ELC78-89

IMP58
IMP60-65

IMP69

MAL75

MC74

NOV66-67
NOV68-69
NOV70-72
NOV73-74

GMT60-66
GMT67-72

More complex, these bolt in 
sequential LED tail lamps have 8 
di�erent sequential patterns 
including a standard operation and 
demo mode. 

Fully updateable, you can add in 
more sequences and give your car 
that customized look.

Advanced Fitment List
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Advanced Fitment List  

MAKE
DATSUN

DODGE

FORD

MERCURY

OLDSMOBILE

PLYMOUTH

PONTIAC

YEAR
1970-1973 W/LED REVERSE

1974-1978 
1974-1978 W/LED REVERSE

1966

1970

1970-1977

1964-1966
1967-1968
1969
1970
1971-1973

1964-1966
1967-1972

1970-1977

1968

1957

1970-1971

1967-1968 W/LED REVERSE
1969 W/LED REVERSE
1970-1973 
1974-1978
1979-1981

1963

1968
1969

MODEL
240Z

260Z/280Z
260Z/280Z

CORONET

CHALLENGER

MAVERICK

MUSTANG

TRUCK

COMET

CUTLASS

BELVEDERE

DUSTER

FIREBIRD

GRAND PRIX

GTO

PART NUMBER
240Z7073

260280Z7478
260280Z7478BU

COR66

CHL70

MAV70-77

MUS64-66
MUS67-68

MUS69
MUS70

MUS71-73

FDT64-66
FDT67-72

COM70-77

CUT68

BEL57

DUS70-71

FIR67-68
FIR69

FIR70-73
FIR74-78
FIR79-81

GRP63

GTO68
GTO69

*Don’t see your car on the list? 
Let us know! We release 30-40 vehicle models per year.






